Endoscopic neurosurgery "around the corner" with a rigid endoscope. Technical note.
Endoscopically "working around the corner" is presently restricted to the use of flexible endoscopes or an endoscope-assisted microneurosurgical (EAM) technique. In order to overcome the limitations of these solutions, endoscopic equipment and techniques were developed for "working around the corner" with rigid endoscopes. A steering insert with a 5 French working channel is capable of steering instruments around the corner by actively bending the guiding track and consecutively the instrument. A special fixation device enables strict axial rotation of the endoscope in the operating field. Endoscopic procedures "around the corner", including aqueductal stenting, pellucidotomy, third ventriculostomy and biopsy were performed in human cadavers. Special features of the used pediatric neuroendoscope system, i.e., reliable fixation, axial rotation, and controlled steering of instruments, increase the safety and reduce the surgical traumatization in selected cases, such as obstructive hydrocephalus due to a mass lesion in the posterior third ventricle, since endoscopic third ventriculostomy and biopsy can be performed through the same burr hole trephination. Limitations of this technique are given by the size of the foramen of Monro and the height of the third ventricle as well as by the bending angle of the instruments (40-50 degrees).